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New Release: Kratos (feat. Imperial Age)
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A must see act – INFINITAS from Switzerland!

Breathtaking violin melodies, distinctive guitar riffs and a frontwoman who impresses with powerful growls as well as enchanting clean vocals.

The innovative & empowering live shows of INFINITAS take fans far away from everyday life, into a world where everything is possible

Rank 19 in Swiss-album charts, MetalDays Slovenia, Z7 Pratteln & Support for ELUVEITIE!




Read More













A must see act – INFINITAS from Switzerland!

Breathtaking violin sounds, distinctive guitar riffs, and hard-melodic female vocals.

The innovative & empowering live shows of INFINITAS take fans far away from everyday life, into a world where everything is possible

Rank 19 in Swiss-album charts, MetalDays Slovenia, Z7 Pratteln & Support for ELUVEITIE!
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INFINITAS at Rock The Lakes Festival 2024 


Dec 13, 2023 | Events, News
Thrilled to announce our participation in the Rock The Lakes Festival 2024, alongside an incredible lineup featuring renowned bands such as Kreator, Amorphis, Dark Tranquillity, Insomnium, and many more! Secure your spot at Switzerland's most enchanting festival by...


read more
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KRATOS Is Back with a Twist on Sept. 26th! 


Sep 12, 2023 | New Release, News
We've got some seriously exciting news to drop, and we can't wait to share it with all of you! You remember our song KRATOS, right? Well, it's making a triumphant return, and this time it's coming back bigger and better than ever! We've teamed up with the...


read more
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INFINITAS at Fantasy Basel 2023 


May 10, 2023 | Events
We are really thrilled to join Fantasy Basel this year on Friday May 19th at the Metal Factory booth (Halle 2.0 | Stand 154). We show you some insights in our Fantasy world and an exclusive preview of our upcoming audiobook Adelar. Savannah & Selv will be there to...


read more
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Kratos (feat. Imperial Age) 


2023 | Single
Kratos, is making a triumphant return, and this time it’s coming back bigger and better than ever! We’ve teamed up with the incredibly talented Jane Odintsova from Imperial Age for a collaboration. About the song Abused, betrayed and violated your...
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Xana 


2023 | Single
Xana - a being from the Asturian mythology. Xana appears as a beautiful young woman who lives in the woods, near a spring. In the morning she walks to her spring to bathe in the ice-cold water. It is said that everything that is whispered to Xana during her bath...
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Kratos 


2023 | Single
Abused, betrayed and violated your trust.Everything was taken away from you. Feelings of revenge rise up in you and become stronger and stronger. These feelings tear you apart and poison you from the inside.Until you can't take it anymore. Driven by revenge, you lose...
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INFERNUM 


2019 | Album
INFERNUM is part of a trilogy called MEMORIA and is the sequal to INFINITAS’ first concept album (CIVITAS INTERITUS, 2017). Through their first album the band tells the story of a poor worker (Adelar), who lives in the fantasy city of Lunatris, which is based on...
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Rahu 


2019 | Single
it’s never easy to lose someone... Those times when your life is full of deep emotions. It’s especially hard to say goodbye to someone you really loved. The single Rahu is about these difficult times and the emotions that come with them. Rahu is a demon responsible...
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Avnas 


2019 | Single
Avnas – in mythology a demon in the form of fire, who discovers new treasures and knowledge of the human soul. The perfect demon to describe what INFINITAS has to say through this song: When you have the sensation of a burning fire within you that longs to change...
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CIVITAS INTERITUS (New Era Remaster) 


2019 | Album
This is a remaster of the first full length album CIVITAS INTERITUS (2017), which tells the story that leads up to the "Memoria" trilogy.
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Skylla 


2018 | EP
The Single Skylla made it into the Swiss Charts (19th place) for two weeks in 2018 and first place into Radio Sunshine Hörercharts. INFINITAS - gentler than usual! The four songs of their first single "Skylla" are melodic, rousing. The title song as well as Samael...
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Did you find the second easter egg 🥚🐣🪺fro
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Preparing for new stuff 🎵🎵🎵
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Happy Birthday to our amazing drummer Piri Betscha
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Selv is recording some guitars for our new song Fe
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Contact

INFINITAS
[email protected]
+41 79 745 51 75







Booking

Noisegate Productions
Dirk Lehberger
[email protected]
https://noisegate.live
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